Respect the rights of all winter recreationists while enjoying the beauty of your public trails.

Determine speed by equipment, ability, terrain, weather, and traffic.

Avoid wildlife and view them from a distance. Try to impact them as little as possible.

Slow down and use caution when approaching or overtaking another.

Keep to the right when meeting another winter recreationist and yield the right-of-way.

Respect private property and the privacy of those who live there.

For mountain riding and skiing, limit your groups to three or four people.

If you like to ride onto steep slopes do so one at a time with the rest of the group.

Stay alert for clues to instability including recent avalanches, new snow or wind-transported snow, rapid or intense warming.

Identify avalanche terrain. Anything steeper than 25 degrees can avalanche, but prime time slopes are 30-45 degrees, the same slopes most of us like to play on. You don't have to be in a deep snow pack to be at risk.

Check the current avalanche forecast before you head out for the day at the Payette River Safety Office.

Always carry basic emergency and survival equipment including:

- Warm hat, layers of insulating clothing, and warm gloves
- Extra drive belt, spark plugs, and jumper cables
- Folding saw
- Candles
- Space blanket
- Extra batteries
- Map, compass or GPS
- probes and shovel
- Propane Henry or similar device
- First aid kit
- Handheld radio
- Snow skis and boots
- Extra fuel
- 30 feet of 6 inch rope
- Snow baskets
- Suction pumps
- Snorkel
- Cans of compressed oxygen
- Rescue saw
- Saws
- Trowel
- Cold weather clothing
- Heated chest packs
- Propane heaters
- Winter parkas
- Balaclavas
- Extra goggles
- Extra gloves
- Extra socks
- Extra layers
- Extra sunscreen
- Extra snow pants
- Extra gloves
- Basic first aid kit
- Ice climbing gear
- Ice axe
- Snowmobiles

Be familiar with your snowmobile; try short trips and practice in open areas to become comfortable with the machine.

Don't drink alcohol and ride.

Always ride to the right on snowmobile trails.

If you get lost, stop your machine, check your tracks, and try to determine where you are going wrong.
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Do not operate outside of the groomed and ungroomed routes.
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